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Approved Minutes of the Meeting of the Impact Assessment Committee 
(IACOM) 

of Heritage Western Cape (HWC) held on the 1st Floor in the Boardroom, 
Protea Assurance Building, Greenmarket Square, Cape Town,  

at 09H00 on Wednesday, 4 December 2019 
 

 
 
1.  Opening and Welcome  
 
 The Committee elected Mr Frik Vermeulen to chair the meeting. 
 
 The Acting Chairperson, Mr Frik Vermeulen, opened the meeting at 09H10 and 

welcomed everyone present, in particular the new members Mr Jason Knight, Mr 
Rashiq Fataar and Ms Katherine Dumbrell. It was noted that Mr Mike Scurr has 
recused himself for this meeting. 

  
2. Attendance 
 
 Members     Staff 
 Mr Dave Saunders (DS)   Dr Mxolisi Dlamuka (MD) (left at 9:30) 
 Mr Mokena Makeka (MM)   Ms Penelope Meyer (PM) (left at 9:30) 

Dr Lita Webley (LW)    Mr Olwethu Dlova (OD) 
Mr Siphiwo Mavumengwana (SM)  Mr Andrew September (AS) 
Mr Frik Vermeulen (FV)   Ms Stephanie-Anne Barnardt (SB) 

 Ms Cecilene Muller (CM)   Ms Cathy-Ann Potgieter (CAP) 
 Ms Katherine Dumbrell (KD) (co-opted) Mr Lwazi Bhengu (LB) 
 Mr Jason Knight (JK) (co-opted) 
 Mr Rashiq Fataar (RF) (co-opted) 
      
 Observers  
 None 
 
 Visitors 

Ms Bridget O’Donoghue   Ms Juliet Harrison-Egan 
Ms Marise Grobler    Ms Ute Kultann  
Mr Mohamed Nadeel Dyason   Mr Jaco Dippenaar  
Mr Mike Scurr     Ms Katie Smuts 
Ms Kirsty Ronne     Mr Trevor Adams 
Dr Nicolas Baumann    Mr Neil Schwartz 
Ms Samantha Dyer    Mr Nicholas Smith 
Mr Simon van der Schans   Ms Vanessa Weissenstein 
Mr Peter Truter     Mr Gus van der Spek 
Mr Kaizer Makati     Ms Lize Malan  
Mr David Gibbs     Ms Janine Loubser  
Mr Paul Winter     Mr Harold Spies 
Mr Pieter Du Toit     Mr Avril Paterson 
Mr Martin Lange    Mr David Ludditt 
Ms Charnelle Kluth 
 

3.  Apologies  
 Mr Mike Scurr (MS) 
 Ms Colette Scheermeyer (CS)  

Ms Waseefa Dhansay (WD) 
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3.1. Absent 
 None 
 
4.  Approval of the Agenda  
 
4.1 The Committee resolved to approve the agenda dated 4 December 2019, with one 

minor correction.  
 
5.  Approval of Minutes of Previous Meeting 
 
5.1 Minutes dated 6 November 2019 
 

The Committee reviewed the minutes dated 6 November 2019 and resolved to 
approve the minutes without amendments. 
 

6. Disclosure of Interest 

• JK: item 13.1 

• LW: item 13.3 

• DS: item 13.5 

• FV: item 13.6 and 

• DG: item 13.9 
 
7. Confidential Matters 
  
7.1  None 
 
8. Appointments  
 
8.1 None 
  
9  Administrative Matters 
 
1.  Outcome of the Appeals Committee, Tribunal and Court Cases 
 
 The following appeal matters were noted: 

• Proposed Total Demolition, Erf 2146, 2 Deer Park, Vredehoek: Section 
34 

• Proposed Addition and Alteration at Erf 830, 17 Ravenscraig Road, 
Green Point: Section 34 

• Proposed Total Demolition, Erf 1455, 14 Kotze Street, Gardens: Section 
34 

• Proposed additions and alterations to Erf 1260, Devonshire House, 
Ryneveld Street, Stellenbosch: Section 27 

• Proposed Consolidation, Rezoning and Subdivision of Erven 18467 and 
18468, Land en Zeezicht, Somerset West 

 
9.2 Black River Park - Previous Advice Item 
 

The Committee clarified that the advice given at the meeting of 9 October 2019 
regarding the applicability of section 38(1) of the National Heritage Resources Act 
(NHRA), i.e. that the proposal will not change the character of a site exceeding 5 000 
m² in extent, was based on the conceptual development proposal submitted. This 
advice is therefore applicable as long as future development proposals are generally 
in accordance with the conceptual proposal, which was tabled.  
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9.3 Tooverberg WEF  
 

The Committee noted that HWC has withdrawn its appeal. The submission 
of a revised Visual Impact Assessment (VIA) was noted, but the Committee 
considers itself to be functus officio in this matter.  

 
9.4 Juno WEF  
 

The Committee noted the update from PM and awaits her circulation of the 
new information.  

 
10. Standing Items 
 
10.1 Site Inspections 
 

None 
 

10.2 Report back from Council and other Committees 
 

Nothing to report. 
 
10.3 Discussion of the agenda 

 
Noted. 

 
10.4 Potential Site Inspections 

• Proposed Hotel and Golf Course on Hazendal Estate, Farm Hazendal 222, 
Stellenbosch 

• Boschendal Conceptual Framework - Boschendal Estate, Stellenbosch 
 
10.5 HWC and DEA&DP Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 

 
Nothing to report. 
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MATTERS DISCUSSED 
 
11 SECTION 38(2) RESPONSES TO NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO DEVELOP 

 
11.1 None 
 
12 SECTION 38(1), INTERIM COMMENT 
 
12.1 None 

 
13 SECTION 38(4) RECORD OF DECISION 
 
13.1 Proposed Dillon Lane Social Housing Development, Erven 12997, 12998, 12999, 

13005 & RE. Erf 13006, Dillon Lane & Calvin Road, Woodstock: MA 
 HM/ CAPE TOWN METROPOLITAN/ WOODSTOCK/ ERVEN 12997, 12998, 12999, 

13005 & RE. ERF 13006 
 
 Case No: 1904240LB0426M 
 
 JK recused himself and left the room. 
 
 Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) and specialist studies were tabled. 
 
 Mr Lwazi Bhengu introduced the case. 
 

Ms Bridget O’Donoghue, Ms Juliet Harrison-Egan, Ms Marise Grobler and Ms Ute 
Kultann were present and took part in the discussion. 

 
 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• It was confirmed that the proposed social housing development will step down in 
height from four storeys with loft at the centre to three storeys and two storeys with 
lofts on the western and eastern common boundaries, where the site is abutted by 
single storey houses. No basement excavation is proposed. 

• Spaces within the development will range from a gateway semi-public central 
parking court to semi-private and private courtyards.  

• The Committee was of the view that the proposal is exemplary in its consideration 
of context and the socio-economic benefits of social housing will be significant. 

 
RECORD OF DECISION: 
The report complies with the requirements of Section 38(3) of the NHRA.  
The Committee approved the proposal subject to the following conditions: 
1) Final Council plans shall be substantially in accordance with the proposal drawings 

contained in Annexure 5 (Sketch Design by Urban Concepts, dated October 2019). 
2) An archaeologist must be present on the western part of the site to monitor 

earthmoving in case of any intact historical features being present.  
3) If any archaeological material or human remains or burials are uncovered during 

the course of development, then work in the immediate area must be halted. The 
find would need to be reported to the heritage authorities and may require 
inspection by an archaeologist. Such heritage is the property of the state and may 
require excavation and curation in an approved institution. 

4) A Landscape Plan to the approval of the City of Cape Town (CoCT) Environmental 
& Heritage Management Branch must be submitted to the City of Cape Town. This 
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Landscape Plan is to deal with the existing and proposed trees on the site, in 
addition to hard and soft landscaping. 

5) Should archaeological material, such as historic foundations and walls be exposed, 
this must as far as possible be incorporated into the landscaping proposal. 
Artefacts found during earthmoving must be appropriately displayed on site to allow 
for interpretation and public education. 
 

           LB 
 
13.2 Proposed Extension of a City - Wide Integrated Public Transportation Network 

(IPTN) including the trunk routes & feeder routes as part of a full IPNT, Erven 
52424, 52423, 58104, 58105 & 110205, Lansdowne - Wetton Corridor, Claremont: 
MA 
HM/ CAPE TOWN METROPOLITAN/ CLAREMONT/ ERVEN 52424, 52423, 58104, 
58105 & 110205 

 
 Case No: 16062006WD0928M 
 
 Heritage Impact Assessment was tabled. 
 
 Mr Lwazi Bhengu introduced the case. 
  

Ms Bridget O’Donoghue, Mr Mohamed Nadeel Dyason and Mr Jaco Dippenaar were 
present and took part in the discussion. 

 
 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• It was noted that this submission was a Phase 1 HIA discussion document, for 
preliminary comment to guide future studies. 

• Concern was expressed that buildings appeared to be assessed individually, rather 
than as a group or collection. The townscape of each affected neighbourhood as 
a whole has to be considered. 

• It was noted that the nature of the road would change and the impacts on the 
commercial buildings should be considered.  

• Trunk routes are generally hostile in nature / barriers due to the need to act as a 
high capacity transport route, with large trunk buses used to move up to 20,000 
commuters an hour, forming a critical east-west link absent in Cape Town’s 
metropolitan public transport network. It was considered important to define the 
envisaged character of the route and to consider the pedestrian environment, 
trees, streetlights, townscape, etc.   

• Historically, the local retail along Lansdowne Road (now Imam Haron Road), 
served to integrate Lansdowne and Harfield Village spatially and socially. This was 
especially poignant during the Group Areas era. Livingstone High School has high 
intangible significance, due to its association with civil rights academics, including 
Dr Abdullah Abdurahman and Dr Neville Alexander. A socio-historical component 
should be included in the HIA(s). 

• The Committee commented that in terms of its selection as an IRT trunk route, this 
road did not present a fatal flaw, but it depended on how it was done. A one-size-
fits-all approach should not be taken, and it would be a requirement that 
alternatives be considered, as required in terms of s38(3)(f) of the NHRA.   

• Ms O’Donoghue advised that alternatives that were considered included two 
dedicated bus lanes (one in each direction) and alternatively one dedicated bus 
lane, with reversible lane design. This affected the cross-section required.  
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• The Committee considered it premature to assess engineering proposals and 
alternatives prior to the conclusion of research. Heritage indicators and fixes must 
inform the design, and not vice versa.  

• It was noted that an intervention of this nature and scale requires that urban 
designers are included in the design team to spatialize and interpret the heritage 
indicators. The town planning and urban place-making principles and how they are 
implemented, will critically inform the assessment on townscape and its associated 
heritage aspects. 

 
INTERIM COMMENT: 
1. The Committee agreed to the splitting of the HIA into two reports for the two 

different sections, with the application on W2 (between Jan Smuts and M5) to be 
submitted to HWC separately and prior to the application for W1 (between the M5 
and Stanhope Bridge). 

2. The HIA reports for both sections must address the points raised above and, in 
addition to the specific aspects highlighted in the NID Response, must include  
a) a socio-historical study and  
b) an urban design study to spatialize and interpret the heritage indicators and 

inform and guide concept design from inception. 
3. It is also a requirement that the professional team includes urban designers 

throughout the planning phase.   
 

           LB 
 

13.3 Proposed Development of Erf 157 (Pacaltsdorp), George District and 
Municipality: MA 

 HM/PACALTSDORP/ERF157 
 
 Case No: 18082018SB0831E 
 
 LW recused herself and left the room. 
 

Landscape Plan Report with annexures, prepared by Andri Odendaal, was tabled. 
  
 Ms Stephanie Barnardt introduced the case. 
 

 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• The Committee noted that whilst the report addressed the broader context and 
linkages, as previously requested, the Conceptual Diagram and 3D images, as 
submitted, merely constituted notional sketches, with very little specification 
provided. As previously noted, a Landscape Plan is required. 

 
FURTHER REQUIREMENTS: 
A Landscape Plan, prepared by a landscape architect, and including planting 
specification (including trees), relationship between hard and soft landscaping, edge 
and boundary treatments and water run-off is required.  
 
           SB 
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13.4 Proposed Additions and Alterations, Erf 2603, 68 Church Street, Wellington: MA 
 HM/ WELLINGTON/ ERF 2603 
 
 Case No: 19060609LB0612M 
 
 HIA report, Site Development Plan and other documents were tabled. 
 
 Mr Lwazi Bhengu introduced the case. 
 
 Mr Mike Scurr, Ms Katie Smuts, Ms Kirsty Ronne and Mr Trevor Adams were present 

and took part in the discussion. 
 

 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• Whilst some concern was expressed about the proximity of the new building to the 
rear of Navarre, it would not be visible from the front garden and would not impact 
on the building’s Grade II significance and setting. The new building also has the 
potential to re-activate the courtyard and hall, which currently is not well utilised. 

• It was noted that the link between the existing and proposed buildings could be 
improved by a contemporary light-weight link, which should be further explored. 

 
RECORD OF DECISION: 
The HIA report complies with the requirements of Section 38(3) of the NHRA.  
The Committee approved the proposal subject to: 
1. Detailed drawings for the link between the existing and proposed buildings being 

submitted to HOMS for endorsement. 

2. The ficus stand at the south east of Erf 2603 to be protected and preserved during 

construction as far as possible. Should any thinning or removal of parts of the trees 

be required to facilitate construction of the building, this should be kept to a 

minimum. An arborist should be consulted to ensure no lasting damage to the 

retained trees is incurred.  
3. A detailed Landscape Plan should be submitted with the building plan application 

to the Drakenstein Municipality’s Building Control Section.  
 
           LB 

 
13.5 Proposed Development on the Remainder of Erf 49306, The Cannon Brewery, 

Cannon Street, Newlands: MA 
 HM/NEWLANDS/ERF 49306 
 
 Case No: 17022304AS0306E 
 
 DS recused himself and left the room. 
 

Appeal Tribunal Directive and associated reports and plans were tabled. 
 
 Mr Andrew September introduced the case. 
 

 Mr Nicholas Smith, Mr Simon van der Schans, Ms Vanessa Weissenstein and Mr Peter 
Truter, Mr Mike Scurr and Mr Gus van der Spek were present. 
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 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• It was noted that in terms of the Tribunal Directive to IACom, the comment 
requested, was confined to the second and third conditions contained in IACom’s 
Record of Decision, relating to: 
a. The setback of ‘The Granary’ and  
b. The height and envelope of ‘Workshop West’. 

• Mr Scurr tabled the new material on behalf of the applicant (the Appellant) and 
pointed out the updates to the design. 

• Mr Smith then made representation on behalf of the objectors (the Second 
Respondent).   

 
RESPONSE: 
The Committee will take the documentation and representations into consideration and 
provide the Independent Appeal Tribunal with its written comment as soon as possible. 
 
           AS 

 
13.6 Development of the East Quay Precinct Erf 149294 and 176352 - V&A Waterfront: 

MA 
 HM/ CAPE TOWN METROPOLITAN/V&A WATERFRONT/ ERF 149294 and 176352 
 
 Case No: 17020905WD0110M 
 
 FV recused himself and left the room. The Committee appointed KD as acting 

chairperson for this item.  
 
 Amendment to approved SDP Nov 2019 was tabled. 
 
 Mr Andrew September introduced the case. 
 
 Dr Nicolas Baumann, Mr Neil Schwartz and Ms Samantha Dyer were present and took 

part in the discussion. 
 

 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• The Committee notes the submission as a semi-permanent structure. However, it 
should be detailed appropriately to for its longevity and to minimise damage to 
existing structures. 

• The Committee noted that this submission is a heritage statement amending the 
proposal that was assessed in a previously approved (and still applicable) HIA. 
The amendment proposed does not substantially differ from the proposal 
approved.    

 
RECORD OF DECISION: 
The Committee supports the heritage statement and revised SDP. The final building 
plans for the gantry are to be submitted to HOMS in order to satisfy HWC that the 
impact to the original fabric is kept to a minimum.  The gantry must be treated as a 
demountable semi-permanent to permanent structure, designed and constructed for 
longevity. 
 
           WD 
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13.7 Proposed Additions and Multi-Storey Building on the Remainder of Farm 34, 
Elsenburg College, Muldersvlei, Road, Stellenbosch: NM 

 HM/STELLENBOSCH/REM OF FARM MULDERSVLEI 34 
 
 Case No: 19061307AS1906M 
 
 Heritage Impact Assessment prepared by Rennie Scurr Adendorff Architects was 

tabled. 
 
 Mr Andrew September introduced the case. 
 
 Mr Mike Scurr and Ms Katie Smuts were present and took part in the discussion. 
 

 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• Stellenbosch Municipality and Stellenbosch Interest Group supported the proposal. 
No comment was received from Stellenbosch Heritage Foundation. 

• No impacts will occur to significant historic fabric and the alterations will have 
limited impacts to the greater werf. 

• The proposal was considered appropriate and there were no archaeological 
concerns.  

 
RECORD OF DECISION: 
The report satisfies the requirement of Section 38(3) of the NHRA.  
The development proposal is approved subject to: 

1. Detailed drawings must be submitted for endorsement by HOMS, showing the 

articulation between the historic and new fabric;  

2. The vineyard proposed to the west of the winery must be planted to reduce visual 

impacts of the western extent of the building on the historic werf. 
 

           AS 
 
13.8 Proposed Function Venue on Portion 1 of Farm Meerendal 159, Meerendal 

Estate, Durbanville: NM 
 HM/DURBANVILLE/PTN 1 OF FARM 159 
 
 Case No: 19092305AS1002M 
 
 Heritage Impact Assessment prepared by Aikman & Associates including appendices 

were tabled. 
 
 Mr Andrew September introduced the case. 
 
 Mr Henry Aikman was present and took part in the discussion. 
 

 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• Concern was expressed regarding the large, monolithic nature of the function 
venue design, which is proposed on a highly prominent site.  

• It was noted that the building did not have the appearance of an agricultural 
building, partly due to its unbroken, low-pitched roof. There was dissonance in 
design, in that it was attempting to be a background building in a foreground 
location. The proposed use of a veranda as a scaling device for a 2 840m² building 
was considered inadequate.  
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• A barn typology (instead of an industrial typology) should be explored, even if the 
height was increased slightlyas a result. Multiple pitched roofs would assist in 
breaking up the large roofscape and providing a more consistent feel with the 
existing buildings. 

• It was queried whether alternative locations were considered and whether there is 
an ultimate vision / master plan for the estate. The werf should be the primary focus 
of the estate, not the function venue. 

 
FURTHER REQUIREMENTS: 
The Committee awaits a revised submission, which addresses the issues raised 
above. These include:  
1. A discussion of alternative locations and more information on the estate’s overall 

masterplan and 
2. a revised, more articulated design for the building. 
           AS 

 
13.9 Proposed Residential Development on Erf 3, Johannesdal: NM 
 HM/JOHANNESDAL/ERF 3 
 
 Case No: 18091210AS0926M 
 
 Heritage Impact Assessment prepared by Lize Malan including appendices were 

tabled. 
 
 Mr Andrew September introduced the case. 
 
 Ms Lize Malan, Mr David Gibbs, Ms Janine Loubser and Mr Paul Winter were present 

and took part in the discussion. 
 

 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• The comments from the Stellenbosch Interest Group and Stellenbosch Municipality 
were noted.  

• The Committee reiterated its previous advice of 11 September 2019, that an 
inwardly- focused, repetitive development model, which excludes itself from its 
village context, would not be supported. The applicants confirmed that the proposal 
is not a gated development. 

• The Committee expressed concern that two of the HIA’s heritage indicators had 
not been fully complied with. These were: 
a. That informal tree planting is required throughout the development to soften 

the development; and 
b. Variety in design, colour and finishes of buildings is required so as to minimise 

the potential visual impact of uniform development. The development should 
be experienced as part of a neighbourhood rather than a private estate-type 
development. 

• The applicants stated that the proposed density was required to make the units 
affordable to a larger segment of the community. This was acknowledged by the 
Committee, but it was observed that the amount of building coverage and hard 
surfaces resulting from the tight layout would limit the ability to achieve generous 
landscaping. Even though some variation in design and colours was promoted, the 
effect of estate-type sameness was still prevailing. 

• The Committee noted that in this semi-rural context, meaningful planting, visual 
relief and informality were important townscape considerations. Some revision to 
the layout and subtle changes in design to avoid ‘sameness’ were required. 
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• The Committee suggested the consolidation of the three small open spaces into a 
larger, central open space at the entrance and informal clustered tree planting in 
these communal spaces would be more effective in softening the development 
than dispersed trees and open spaces. 

 
FURTHER REQUIREMENTS: 
The Committee awaits an updated proposal addressing the above issues. 
A Landscape Master Plan must be included in the revised submission. 
 
            AS 

 
14 SECTION 38(8) NEMA RESPONSES TO NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO DEVELOP 
 
14.1 None 
 
15 SECTION 38(8) NEMA INTERIM COMMENTS 
 
15.1 None 
16 SECTION 38(8) NEMA FINAL COMMENTS ON ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

ASSESSMENT   

 
16.1 Proposed Abalone Farm on Erf 385, Pearly Beach Western Cape: NM 
 HM/ BREDASDORP /FARM 385 
 
 Case No: 18090507SB1002E 
 
 Heritage Impact Assessment and Archaeological Impact Assessment prepared by 

Katie Smuts were tabled. 
 
 Ms Stephanie Barnardt introduced the case. 
 
 Katie Smuts was present and took part in the discussion. 
 

 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• The amended HIA was supported by the Archaeology Palaeontology and 
Meteorites (APM) Committee and the workplan approved. 

• The Committee noted that the creation of a false berm to provide visual screening 
and coastal protection was not appropriate, due to the irreparable damage such an 
action would have on the archaeological material located in that frontal dune area. 

 
FINAL COMMENT: 
The revised HIA report meets the requirements of Section 38(3) of the NHRA.  
The Committee supported the proposal, subject to the following conditions and 
mitigation measures: 
1. Terrestrial Archaeological Resources: 

a. The sites listed above, PBAF512 (S34°39.579' E19°28.146'), PBAF612 
(S34°39.583' E19°28.123'), PBAF1012 (S34°39.551' E19°28.005'), PBAF1612 
(S34°39.563' E19°27.990'), must be subject to test excavation under a 
workplan prior to development. A qualified archaeologist must supervise the 
erection of protective fencing once sampling has been undertaken. All fences 
should observe the recommended buffers for each site (10m for PBAF512, 
PBAF612 and PBAF1012, 15m for PBAF1612) and no development activities 
should occur within those buffers. If significant finds are made and further 
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excavation is required, the Case Officer and archaeology consultant are to 
agree the way forward. 

b. Vegetation clearing operations, particularly in the coastal foredunes, must be 
monitored by a professional archaeologist. If any archaeological deposits are 
exposed, these might need to be shovel tested under a Work Plan permit, to 
determine the potential significance of the deposits.  

c. Bulk earthworks (e. g. for water, electricity, sewerage, intake & discharge 
pipelines) must be monitored by a professional archaeologist. This can be done 
in consultation with the Environmental Control Officer (ECO) who must be on 
site during the Construction Phase of the project. The archaeologist does not 
need to be on site permanently but should visit the site at least once a week 
during the Construction Phase, or when the need arises. If any archaeological 
deposits are exposed during these activities, these may need to be sampled or 
excavated to determine the significance of the deposits.  

d. Excavations for building foundations (e. g. proposed managers house, 
administration offices, intake and effluent area) must be monitored by a 
professional archaeologist. If any archaeological deposits are exposed during 
these activities, these may need to be sampled or excavated to determine the 
significance of the deposits.  

e. If any unmarked Khoesan graves are uncovered or exposed during bulk 
earthworks and excavations, these must immediately be reported to the 
contracted archaeologist or Heritage Western Cape (Attention: Mr Andrew 
September 021 483 9685). In the case of human burials, these will have to be 
removed under a permit issued by HWC.  

f. The above recommendations must form part of the Construction Environmental 
Management Plan (EMP) for the proposed development.  

 
2. Maritime Archaeological Resources:  

a. Should anything of maritime archaeological significance be exposed during the 
proposed project, work must cease immediately and SAHRA must be informed 
of its discovery without delay. In this event, work may not commence until 
feedback has been received from SAHRA. (Att: Ms. Briege Williams 021 462 
4502).  

 
3. Visual impacts to the cultural landscape and scenic routes:  

 
i. Planning and Design Mitigation Measures  

a. Maintain a 42m minimum setback from the high-water mark (HWM) for all 
structures, including paddle ponds, pump house, electrical rooms, parking 
and fencing, to provide adequate space for coastal dunes and screening of 
large scale structures when viewed from the beach.  

b. Maintain a 100m minimum setback from the HWM for all other 
development, to minimize visibility of proposed two-storey structures from 
the beach, and for coastal legislation purposes.  

c. Maintain a 60m minimum visual setback from the R43 property boundary 
to minimize visibility of the proposed development from the scenic / tourist 
route, 

d. Reduce the height of the feed manufacture and storage building (Building 
'D') from 12m to 8.5m.  

e. Restrict the height of all buildings in the proposed development to 8.5m 
(eaves height) and 10.0m (top of gable, or roof line), measured from natural 
ground level.  

f. Construct a planted dune along the R43 boundary with a minimum height 
of 7.0m above road level. Spoil material from the earthworks for the 
development could be used.  
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g. Except for gate posts at the entrance, no solid walls on the R43 to be 
permitted. Only see-through type fencing to be used, in order to retain the 
rural character of the area.  

h. Avoid locating powerlines on the crests of dunes or on high ground, where 
they will be visible on the skyline.  

i. Fit all security and perimeter lighting with sensors so that these are only 
activated by movement, to minimize the visual impact of lighting at night on 
the rural surroundings.  

j. Maintain existing topographic ridges and high points, where possible to 
maintain the visual integrity of the skyline seen from surrounding areas.  

k. Locate large structures in low-lying positions of the site, where possible, 
and minimize earthworks and disturbance to the site by taking the 
topography into account. Consider locating Platforms 3A and 3B further 
north to avoid high ground and excessive earthworks.  

l. Provide an earthworks plan, indicating levels of buildings, platforms and 
roads, and all cut and fill slopes, including embankment gradients. The 
earthworks plan to be submitted as part of the Basic Assessment 
submission.  

m. Consider grouping the proposed staff houses around a werf or courtyard, 
to create a more rural village character, instead of the current 'township' 
layout. Consider locating the housing complex in a NW-SE direction in 
keeping with the topography.  

n. Locate the solar PV arrays in a low-lying area, off any dune ridges, and in 
sympathy with the topography.  

o. Reduce the visibility of proposed sea farm buildings by using muted colours 
for wall and roofs.  

p. Screen buildings and infrastructure with planted earth berms (artificial 
dunes), where possible.  

q. Keep access roads as narrow as possible, as currently proposed, and use 
existing tracks where appropriate.  

 
ii. Construction Mitigation Measures  

a. Locate the construction camp and related storage/stockpile areas in 
visually unobtrusive positions on the site, where these are not visible from 
the beach or R43.  

b. Provide measures to prevent wind-blown sand, dust and litter as part of the 
EMP.  

c. Locate pipelines and powerlines underground, where possible.  
d. The EMP to be monitored by an Environmental Control Officer (ECO).  

 
iii. Operation / Lighting Mitigation Measures  

a. Use infrared technology or movement sensors for perimeter security, to 
minimize the effect of ambient lighting at night on the rural surroundings.  

b. Keep general outdoor lighting as unobtrusive as possible through use of 
low-level bollard type lights, where needed, such as parking areas and 
footpaths.  

c. Use discrete external signage and avoid commercial advertising or 
billboard-type signs. Fix signs to buildings or walls, if possible, to avoid the 
visual clutter of signposts.  

 
iv. Decommissioning Mitigation Measures  

a. On closure of the abalone operation remove all above-ground buildings and 
structures and recycle building materials.  

b. Rip and regrade all hardened platform areas and access roads that are no 
longer required.  
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c. Regrade and revegetate exposed or disturbed areas and return these to 
natural strandveld to blend with the surroundings. (Revegetation measures 
to be prescribed by the vegetation/ biodiversity specialist).  

 
4. Monitoring Requirements 

a. Construction Phase Monitoring:  
1. Ensure that visual mitigation measures are included as part of the EMP, 

monitored by an ECO, including the siting of the construction camp and 
stockpiles, dust suppression and litter control measures, with regular 
reporting to an environmental management team.  

 
b. Operation Phase Monitoring:  

2. Ensure that visual mitigation measures are monitored by management on 
an on-going basis, including the control of signage, lighting and wastes on 
the site, with interim inspections by a delegated ECO.  

 
c. Decommissioning Phase Monitoring:  

3. Ensure that procedures for the removal of structures and stockpiles during 
decommissioning are implemented, including recycling of materials and 
rehabilitation of the site to a visually acceptable standard as prescribed in 
a rehabilitation plan, and signed off by the delegated authority. 

 
           SB 
 

16.2 Proposed Mixed-Use Development on the Remainder of Portion 33 of Farm 81, 
Cloetesdal, Stellenbosch: NM 

 HM/STELLENBOSCH/REM OF PTN 33 OF FARM 81 
 
 Case No: 19032707AS0402M 
 
 Phase 1 Heritage Impact Assessment prepared by Lize Malan and David Gibbs, 

including appendices, was tabled. 
 
 Mr Andrew September introduced the case. 
 

 Dr Lize Malan, Mr David Gibbs, Mr Harold Spies, Mr Pieter Du Toit and Mr Avril 
Paterson were present and took part in the discussion. 

 
 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• The significance of the site is mainly related to its visible location in a rural 
landscape at the gateway to Stellenbosch when approaching along the R304 from 
the north. This will be drastically transformed. 

• The applicants pointed out that the subject site falls within the Adam Tas 
Development Corridor, as promoted by the Stellenbosch Municipality and the intent 
is to introduce different land uses and a variety of housing options within that 
corridor.  

• The subject site is earmarked for gap housing in the form of blocks of flats to free-
standing houses and commercial and community uses, including a school and 
church. 

• Due to security concerns, farmland in this location has become worthless and this 
exacerbates further urban creep. It is important to provide certainty and create a 
clear edge to urban development. 
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• The interface with the existing urban development to the east and the northern 
edge will be important.  

• The Committee noted that Urban Design would be an important component of the 
Phase 2 HIA submission.  

 
INTERIM RESPONSE: 
The Committee endorsed the identification of heritage resources and the heritage 
indicators in the Phase 1 HIA in principle.  
 
A Phase 2 HIA, including an urban design component, is awaited. 
 
           AS 

 
16.3 Proposed Amendment of the SDP - Pontac Park - Portion 10 of Farm 787, Paarl: 

NM 
 HM/ CAPE WINELANDS/ DRAKENSTEIN/ PAARL/ PORTION 10 OF FARM 787 
 
 Case No: 19070813AS0719M 
 
 Application documents were tabled. 
 
 Mr Andrew September introduced the case. 
 
 Mr Henry Aikman was present and took part in the discussion. 
 

 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• The revised layout was not considered to affect heritage resources. 
 

FINAL COMMENT: 
The report satisfies the requirements of 38(3) of the NHRA. 
The revised Site Development Plan, Landscape Master Plan and Design Guidelines 
are supported.   
 

           AS 
 
16.4 Proposed Powerline and Electrical Support Infrastructure on Various Portions 

of Farms 280, Rheebokkenfontein 11 & 2, De Molen 2 & Hamelkraal 16, 
Lainsgburg, Central Karoo: NM 

 HM/LAINSGBURG/RHEEBOKKENFONTEIN, HAMELKRAAL, DE MOLEN & FARM 
280 

 
 Case No: 19042402AS0521M 
 
 Heritage Impact Assessment for ASHA Consulting & additional Report were tabled. 
 
 Mr Andrew September introduced the case. 

 
 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• The proposal is for the development of a 132-kV transmission line, a major 
transmission substation and 400 kV line and associated service roads, within the 
gazetted Renewable Energy Development Zone (REDZ). Only the eastern section 
falls within the Western Cape and within the jurisdiction of HWC.  
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• It was noted that SAHRA has supported the section located in the Northern Cape. 

• The Committee noted that there are unlikely to be significant impacts to heritage 
resources that cannot be managed or mitigated.  

 
FINAL COMMENT: 
The report satisfies the requirements of Section 38(3) of the NHRA.  
 
The development is supported subject to the following conditions: 
1. Any areas of the power line route and substation footprint not yet surveyed must 

be examined by an archaeologist in order to identify any areas or sites that should 
be protected or mitigated prior to commencement of construction (this includes 
any alterations made after completion of the assessment);  

2. The Environmental Control Officer (ECO) must be aware of the potential for fossils 
to be uncovered during excavations. As many excavations as possible must be 
monitored by the ECO during construction and if any fossils are uncovered, they 
should be protected in situ and immediately reported to a palaeontologist in order 
to plan a way forward;  

3. The farm road passing through the kraal complex at waypoint 546 (Northern Cape) 
may not be widened towards the east and should preferably not be widened at all;  

4. No pylon should be placed within 30m of waypoint 1785 (Western Cape) and the 
site should be fenced with a 30 m buffer during the construction phase;  

5. Significant palaeontological and archaeological sites as listed in the HIA report 
must be identified on project maps and regarded as no-go zones with buffers of at 
least 30 m around all associated features (the exception is the service road 
diversion which comes within 20 m of the rock art site but uses an existing farm 
track);  

6. These no-go sites must be examined periodically by the ECO during the 
construction phase to ensure that they are being respected;  

7. If any archaeological material, palaeontological material or human burials are 
uncovered during the course of development then work in the immediate area 
must be halted. The find must be reported to the heritage authorities and may 
require inspection by an archaeologist or palaeontologist. Such heritage is the 
property of the state and may require excavation and curation in an approved 
institution.  

8. A walk down of the proposed access road is required prior to the commencement 
of any earthworks or construction. A walk down report must be submitted to HWC 
for endorsement by HOMS prior to commencement of work.  

 
           AS 
 
16.5 Proposed Phosphate Mine on the Remainder of Farm Zandheuvel 126, Ptn of 

Rem of Ptn 1 of Farm 124, Ptn 61 of Farm Witteklip 123, Vredenburg: NM 
 HM/VREDENBURG/FARM ZANDHEUVEL 126 & FARM WITTEKLIP 123 
 
 Case No: 18073108AS0830M 
 
 The matter was deferred to APM. 
  
           AS 
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16.6 Proposed Residential Development on Portion A of the Erf 1, Longlands Estate, 
Stellenbosch: NM 

 HM/STELLENBOSCH/PTN A OF ERF 1 
 

 Case No: 19100309AS1111E 
 

 Heritage Impact Assessment prepared by Lize Malan and David Gibbs was tabled. 
 

 Mr Andrew September introduced the case. 
 

 Ms Lize Malan, Mr David Gibbs, Mr Martin Lange, Mr David Ludditt, Ms Marise Grobler 
and Ms Charnelle Kluth were present and took part in the discussion. 

 

 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• It was noted that the subject site falls within the Vlottenburg Node in the recently 
approved Stellenbosch Spatial Development Framework (SDF) and has been 
indicated as a rural settlement for “mixed community and residential infill”.  

• The Committee observed that the proposed suburban, mono-functional residential 
security estate was the antithesis of what is understood under a rural node, which 
is typically a compact, mixed-use typology. As such, the proposal presented a 
missed opportunity. The applicants indicated that the low-density proposal, with 
residential pockets separated by green belts, was informed by the need to minimize 
visual impacts.  

 

FINAL COMMENT: 
The report satisfies the requirements of Section 38(3) of the NHRA.  
 

From a heritage perspective, the development is accepted, subject to the following 
conditions: 
1. A detailed landscaping plan that reflects the heritage indicators set out in Section 

8 of the HIA report must be submitted. It is particularly important that trees of an 
adequate height are planted from the onset to reduce potential visual impacts – 
thus tree heights must be specified in the landscaping plan. The landscaping plan 
must be submitted to the Stellenbosch Municipality for approval who may request 
modelling of the development to ensure that visual impacts are adequately 
mitigated.  

2. Architectural guidelines for the whole development to realize the intentions of the 
urban design framework and the heritage indicators set out in section 8 of the HIA 
report must be formulated. The following aspects must be addressed:  
a. Roof shape and colour with use of pitched roofs and overhanging eaves  
b. Height restriction to a maximum of 2 storeys 
c. Massing – monolithic building masses are to be avoided in favour of 

fragmented massing, including the use of lean-to’s and pitched roofs.  
d. Finishes of buildings, using plaster and paint in neutral earth tones (no white), 

concrete or stone, with restricted or prohibited use of metal cladding.  
e. Openings with restrictions on large reflecting surfaces, and shading of 

openings, particularly to the east.  
f. Lighting, services, security features and signage to be low key and/or not 

visible as may be appropriate (refer to indicators) 
g. Fencing – use of visually permeable fencing on perimeter and throughout 

development.  
 

These guidelines are to be to the approval of the Stellenbosch Municipality 
(Heritage Resources Management). 

 

           AS 
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17 SECTION 38(8) MPA ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN RESPONSES TO 
NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO DEVELOP 

 
17.1 None 
 
18 SECTION 38(8) MPA ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN INTERIM 

COMMENT 
 
18.1 None 
 
19 SECTION 38(8) MPA ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT PLAN FINAL COMMENT 

 

19.1 None 

 

20 SECTION 38(8) OTHER LEGISLATION NOTIFICATION OF INTENT TO DEVELOP 

 

20.1  None 

 

21 SECTION 38(8) OTHER LEGISLATION INTERIM COMMENT 

 
21.1 None 
22 SECTION 38(8) OTHER LEGISLATION FINAL COMMENT 

 

22.1 None 
 
23. SECTION 27 PROVINCIAL HERITAGE SITES 
 
23.1 Proposed Hotel and Golf Course on Hazendal Estate, Farm Haasendal 222, 

Stellenbosch: NM 
 HM/STELLENBOSCH/FARM HAASENDAL 222 
 
 Case No: 19102928AS1107M 
 
 Heritage Impact Assessment by Stuart Hermansen and additional Reports were 

tabled. 
 
 FURTHER REQUIREMENTS: 

The Committee resolved to undertake a site inspection on Monday, 6 January 2020 
(MM, JK, MF, CM, SM, DS and KD).  
Case officer to confirm time, travel arrangements and access. 
 

           AS 
 
24 SECTION 42 HERITAGE AGREEMENT 

 

24.1 None 
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25. ADVICE  
 
25.1 Boschendal Conceptual Framework - Boschendal Estate, Stellenbosch: NM 
 HM/CAPE WINELANDS/ STELLENBOSCH / FARM 1674 
 
 Case No: N/A 
 
 Updated Boschendal Heritage Baseline Report, dated 22 November 2019, was tabled. 
 
 Mr Mike Scurr and Ms Katie Smuts were present and took part in the discussion. 
 

 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• Mr Scurr and Ms Smuts provided the Committee with background to this study. 

• It was noted that this is not an HIA process as yet, but a Baseline Heritage Report 
to guide a Draft Conceptual Framework. Central to this study is the principle of 
‘restorative redevelopment’. 

• The study involves all of the Boschendal landholdings, including the Founders 
Estate (a National Heritage Site), and several historic farm werfs, including those 
of Boschendal, Rhone, Goede Hoop, Champagne and Excelsior. The consultants 
noted that Agterdam, referred to in the agenda, is merely one of the portions of 
Boschendal and was the subject of a separate NID submission. 

 
FURTHER REQUIREMENTS: 
The Committee resolved to undertake a site inspection on Monday, 6 January 2020 
(MM, JK, MF, CM, SM, DS and KD).  
Case officer to confirm time, travel arrangements and access. 
 

           AS 
 
26. OTHER 
 
26.1 Draft Maintenance Management Plan for the Gully Fixing and Anchor Testing, 

Chapmans Peak: NM 
 HM/CAPE TOWN METROPOLITAN/HOUT BAY/CHAPMANS PEAK 
 
 Case No: N/A 
 
 Draft Maintenance Plan was tabled for comment from Committee. 
 
 Mr Andrew September introduced the case. 
 

 DISCUSSION: 
Amongst other things, the following was discussed: 

• The proposed maintenance work, as described in the submission, is unlikely to 
trigger any of the listed activities under Section 38(1) of the NHRA. 

 
ADVICE: 
The Committee is of the view that Section 38(1) of the NHRA does not apply. 
 

           AS 
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27 Adoption of decisions and resolutions 
 
27.1 The Committee agreed to adopt the decisions and resolutions. 
 
28. CLOSURE:      17:10     

    
 
29. DATE OF NEXT MEETING:   15 January 2019 
 
 
 
CHAIRPERSON____________________  DATE_____________ 
 
 
 
SECRETARY______________________  DATE_____________ 


